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When the people of the Shi Yuan sect heard elder Gui Yi’s words, they became restless again. 

 

Master Xiahou’s face showed a troubled expression. Although he was the leader of a sect, the hearts of 

the people were with him. If he went against them, he might cause trouble. 

 

Elder Gui Yi’s eyes flashed with pride. So what if Xiahou Lin was the leader? At the crucial moment, his 

words did not count! 

 

“Little Yan, bring some men and kill him!”Yun chujiu stood on the chopping board and said coldly. 

 

Little Yan? 

 

Who Was Little Yan? 

 

Who Was Yun Chujiu Calling? 

 

Also, who was she going to kill? Could it be that she was going to kill Elder Gui Yi? 

 

What a joke! 

 

“Yan Zhengdao, did you not hear what I Said? I said before that whoever deliberately tried to sow 

discord would be someone from the Divine Demon Hall. As the grand elder of the murder origin sect, 

that old man didn’t try to cause trouble, but instead, started it. One look and you could tell that he 

wasn’t a good person! Kill him! 

 

What are you looking at me for? You’re the Alliance Master of the Heaven’s Legacy Alliance. The alliance 

master is already sullen enough to do this to you! If you don’t want people to be plunged into misery 



and the immortal essence continent to be destroyed in an instant, then kill him for me!”Yun Chujiu 

pointed at Alliance Master Yan and said. 

 

Alliance Master Yan:”…” 

 

Little Yan? He was the Grand Alliance Master of the Sky Bearing Alliance and his name was Little Yan? 

What a joke! Besides, although he was the Alliance Master of the Sky Bearing Alliance, he didn’t dare to 

kill the Grand Elder of the murder Yuan sect in public! ! Wasn’t this going against the murder Yuan sect? 

! 

 

Elder Gui Yi was stunned at first, then he looked at Yun chujiu viciously and said, “Yun Chujiu, you are 

just an inner disciple, how can you spout nonsense here? ! I will kill you today to clean up the sect.” 

 

As Elder Gui Yi spoke, he summoned his immortal sword and flew towards Yun Chujiu. His purpose was 

obvious, he wanted to kill Yun Chujiu. 

 

“Aiyo! What happened? Am I right? You are a spy of the Divine Devil Hall! What poison, it was all self-

made and self-acted by you! Now You Want to kill me when you are desperate? Dream On! Do you think 

everyone is a fool? Can’t you see your true colors?” 

 

Yun chujiu shouted as she placed the chopping board next to Master Baili. She didn’t believe that 

Master Baili would just watch her be slapped to death. 

 

Sure enough, master baili blocked elder Gui Yi. 

 

Elder Gui Yi looked at Yun Chujiu who was hiding behind Master Baili and gritted his teeth. “Ignorant 

junior, today I will make the decision to expel you from the murderous Yuan sect. If you ever step into 

the murderous Yuan sect again, I will kill you without mercy!” 

 



“Who are you calling a junior? You are the F * CKING Junior! I am your ancestor!”Yun chujiu pointed at 

Elder Gui Yi with one hand on her waist and said. 

 

Everyone looked at Yun Chujiu who was not even as tall as master Baili’s waist and felt that it was both 

infuriating and ridiculous. This little girl must be crazy! 

 

Yun chujiu saw that Master Baili, Master Xiahou, and Alliance Master Yan did not move, so she gritted 

her teeth, she took out two simple rings from her storage ring. “I was originally very low-key. I didn’t 

want to expose my hidden identity. Since you guys are so disobedient, I, the little ancestor, can only go 

online! 

 

“Take a look at what this is? “These are the sect leader rings of the primordial chaos sect and the 

murderous origin sect that my two masters passed on to me! “I am the last disciple of Patriarch Yuan 

Tian and Patriarch Hongyuan!” 

 

There was a dead silence at first, and then there was an uproar! 

 

“Haha! That troublemaker is really crazy! She is the last disciple of Patriarch Yuan Tian and Patriarch 

Hong Yuan? Damn, I am dying of Laughter!” 

 

“Exactly, this troublemaker is really greedy. One is not enough, but she is the last disciple of two 

patriarchs? Does she still have any face? !” 

 

“She isn’t even a successor disciple now, and she said she is the last disciple of two patriarchs? She is 

really shameless! She got two broken rings and said she is the last disciple of two patriarchs? Does she 

think we are all idiots?” 

 

.. 

 


